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achievement was raising the blockade of the coast of Flanders.
The consequence was that the Dunkirkers were able to make
a successful raid into the North Sea and to shatter the Dutch
fishing fleet off Northumberland.
In no way dismayed at the fiasco of the first ship-money fleet,
Charles was determined to persevere. To bolster up his claims
to sovereignty at sea, he caused to be printed the elaborate
treatise Selden had written in the previous reign in answer to
Grotius's Mare Liberum. Mare Clausum is a monument of mis-
placed ingenuity and learning, for it attempts to prove that the
kings of England had always advanced the claims now put
forth. Its series of far-fetched precedents and misapplied ana-
logies delighted the king, who ever loved to have the letter of
the law on his side. Full of confidence in the justice of his
contentions, he sent Northumberland to sea with the strongest
fleet that had ever sailed from English harbours. Parturiunt
monies., nascetur ridiculus mus. A few Dutch fishermen were per-
suaded to buy licences,1 a few merchantmen were convoyed to
Dunkirk, and that was all. The next year even less was accom-
plished, for a strong Dutch fleet convoyed the busses and did
not suffer any interference. In 1638 the Scottish revolt against
the introduction of the Laudian liturgy found more honourable
employment for the fleet than harassing fishermen.
Hence Charles's pretensions had no permanent effects. In
England there is no sign that patriotism was gratified by the
flattery accorded to it, or that the exaction of ship money was
facilitated by the assertion of claims to dominion at sea. The
growing jealousy of the Dutch commercial prosperity had not
reached such a pitch that Englishmen were anxious to damage
their rivals by an attitude of benevolent neutrality to Spain.
On the contrary it is probable that the prevalent sentiment
was expressed by the country gentleman who exclaimed, when
he heard of the sailing of the fleet: "What a foolery is this; that
the country in general shall be thus taxed with great sums to
maintain the king's titles and honours! For my part, I am £10
the worse for it already,'2
On the other hand the Dutch were naturally incensed at the
indirect assistance Charles was affording Spain. They were
1	Specimen of licence in Fulton, Sovereignty of the Sea, p. 294.
2	Ibid., p. 324. Cf. Prynne's Humble Remonstrance) p. 17, for the complaint that
the navy, being used to convoy Spanish reinforcements to Flanders, neglected the
protection of English shipping.

